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Infinity Best V1.55 BY SANJEEV CHAUHAN.rarQ: Migrating from a Win2008 server to a Win2012 server What's the approach to take when migrating from an old server (Win2008 server) to a new one? What's the best approach in order to minimize the downtime? Should I be installing only a Windows Server 2012 and use it as a 'backup' server in
order to get the applications working before taking the server down? A: My suggestion would be to avoid downtime and install the Windows 2012 Server as your primary system. However, the real beauty of a Hyper-V role is that it can be configured to give you access to a Windows 2008 Server for failover purposes. For instance, you could replicate
the databases from the 2008 server to the 2012 server on the Hyper-V role in another availability set. When the application fails (or when you want to test for problems), you could transition to the 2008 server and restore the databases, and then transition the Hyper-V role back to 2012 (very easy with the wizard). If the application fails again, you
could simply failover to the 2008 Server. That's pretty much it, good luck with the project. Q: How do i refresh using the twitter api and xcode I am trying to build an app that can refresh over 30-40 tweets at once using the twitter api. When I try to connect to the twitter api using the following code I get the error "unable to load the requested class"

and a build error "expected identifier or '(' for function prototype" I have searched everywhere on stackoverflow and google for an answer and have tried to put the right "protocol" into the "#import" statement but I think it has something to do with the error. If someone could explain what I'm doing wrong that would be great. #import // set an
username & password for our request // init twitter with new token and credentials - (id)init { self = [super init]; if(self) { // initialise the twitter api object self.api = [[TWTRAPIClient alloc] initWithVersion:kTWTRVersion10
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